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Commercial real estate values have already peaked in New York, according to the majority of professionals
surveyed for Marks Paneth's Gotham Commercial Real Estate Monitor.

In just three months, the share of executives expecting values to rise has dropped from 43 percent to 31 percent, with
nearly a fifth predicting a downturn in prices. The economy, new laws and even the growth of digital shopping all
could play a role in future drops in New York commercial real estate.

"Our latest Gotham survey indicates that NYC-based commercial real estate professionals believe we will start to see
values decline or at least hit a peak," said Bill Jennings, partner-in-charge of Marks Paneth's Real Estate Group.
"When a decline in asset prices is combined with a perceived decline in paper wealth, declines in rents are bound
to follow.

"This effect serves as a double edged sword. Paying decreased rents will help a business tenant's bottom line, but
the perceived decrease in wealth may create a tighter belt for customers and therefore less consumer spending," he
said. "The resulting combination of decreased rents costs but a smaller revenue stream may keep businesses in a
stagnation period.

"Luxury businesses who attract the top one percenters as their clientele will be alright, but the aspirationally wealthy'
customers may now bail on luxury items. Net/net, volume will be affected, and you may see a few 'luxury' shops
closing doors."

"Gotham Commercial Real Estate Monitor" survey data is from 145 New York commercial real estate professionals,
ranging across legal counsel, bankers/lenders, brokers, developers, property manager and owners.

Peaked value
Although the share expecting values to rise has contracted in just 90 days, the most common belief now is that values
have peaked but will hold. Respondents overwhelmingly believe the market is overvalued compared to other cities,
but 64 percent nevertheless remain optimistic for the next year.

The first of several potential factors in the peaking value of commercial real estate to be addressed is interest rates.
The Federal Reserve has recently raised interest rates and will likely continue to do so as the economy improves.
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Madison Avenue, one of New York's high streets

However, 46 percent say that even if rates were to go up by between 1 and 2 percent from today's 0.5 percent, impact
would be negligible. Only 11 percent predict a major negative effect.

This is particularly true on the residential side. The increase in foreign buyers has turned a number of the properties
into safe havens, lower-risk alternatives than the stock market, where concern is for security rather than maximum
yields.

"Residential markets will also feel a pinch as commercial rents/values take a hit," Mr. Jennings said. "This can be a
positive thing, though. Property owners will continue to collect rents, even though they may do so at a lower rate and
some may struggle through higher vacancy rates.

"As in any downturn, those who didn't over-leverage equity in the good times will survive the downturn," he said.
"For the tenants, lesser rents and higher vacancies will leave more of their money on the table, to be used for
discretionary spending and other household needs.

"It is  important to remember that this is a cycle that hasn't changed - the residual income shift will benefit some and
hurt others, but after every storm comes a rainbow and a time to reset."

With 55 percent expecting moderate to severe increase in foreign investment, this will continue to hold true.
However, while the impact of foreign investors is largest with residential assets, at least 30 percent of respondents
say it also has a "big influence" on retail, office and hotel real estate.
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Respondents are also split on the stock market, with a majority of 55 percent believing volatility will have a negative
effect on New York commercial real estate, but a significant majority of 29 percent says the effect will be positive.
The Monitor predicts that buyers from oil-producing countries will diversify from residential to office/retail
properties, but that residential and hotel properties remain popular with China.

IRS section 1031 would cap the gain of a "like-kind" business exchange deferral at $1 million. Of the surveyed
professionals that are also investors with active portfolios (more than half), three-quarters say the law will impact
their strategy.

One additional cause not mentioned in the report is  consumers' shift in buying behavior. As retail growth moves to
online and mobile channels while bricks-and-mortar sales stagnate, the significance of a New York location may
decline.
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This reason may contribute to 31 percent of professionals claiming that the real estate is "highly overvalued," with
another 53 percent calling it "moderately overvalued." As growth shifts to the geographically flexible Internet, prime
physical location becomes less important.

Big city allure
New York is home to the most expensive retail real estate in the world, according to a November 2015 study by
Cushman & Wakefield.

At $3,500 per square foot per year, Fifth Avenue from 49th Street to 60th Street, home to Saks Fifth Avenue, Louis
Vuitton, Chanel and countless other luxury brands, is  more than 50 percent pricier than the high street shops of Hong
Kong's Causeway Bay, which placed second. Real estate rates have risen amidst general economic uncertainty, but
they are just one piece of the larger macroeconomic puzzle (see story).

Additionally, the North American market saw the highest concentration of private investment throughout 2015, with
32.3 percent of commercial real estate investments coming from private investors, according to Wealth-X research.
Most noticeable has been the increase of inbound capital from Chinese and Middle Eastern UHNWs.

In 2015, outbound capital flow from Asia was expected to increase 61 percent as a result of policy changes in China
and Japan that will ease investments, according to Colliers International.

This year, Japan will likely see an increase in outbound investments, as its Government Pension Investment Fund
may allot 3 to 5 percent of its  $1.1 trillion to global real estate. This would make the fund the world's largest real
estate allocation (see story).

"Let's face it, shopping online is incredibly convenient, especially for our immediate gratification high speed
society," Mr. Jennings said. "However, the changes anticipated in our Gotham commercial real estate surveys may
be relevant for a retail-focused tech start-up as well.

"If commercial real estate rents do start to decline, a start-up may consider incorporating a larger brick and mortar
component into their larger strategy," he said. "While digital e-commerce offerings have firmly established
themselves in the retail landscape, even Amazon has implicitly acknowledged the importance of physical locations
this as they look toward brick and mortar as an option.

"People still want a touch and feel rather than a two dimensional photo on a website, especially when it comes to
non-technology products."
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